
Match Report 

London Division 2 (South East) 

Old Colfeians RFC 28 v Maidstone FC 45  

Played at Horn Park, Eltham, Saturday 18th April, 2015 

I n the only remaining fixture in the division and with the outcome having no im-

pact on league standings for either side this match was the archetypal end of 

season  ‘dead rubber’.  The only thing at stake was pride and Maidstone’s un-

beaten record; the result was a match 

that whilst at times entertaining, lacked 

some of the intensity, accuracy and 

competitive edge required to bring out 

the best in both sides. 

With one eye on a Twickenham cup final 

in two weeks time, Maidstone's main 

concern was getting through the match  

unscathed in terms of both disciplinary 

sanctions and injuries.  As a result 

Coach Hathaway made some changes, 

primarily in the forwards, where Will  Fox 

and luke debnam pached down on either side of hooker Josh McKenzie, the 2nd 

row saw Nick Bunyan combine with James iles and the back row saw Ben Brill 

and Eddie Cranston partnered by Matt Davies.  The back division was largely 

unchanged with Alex Clark coming in to occupy one of the wing berths and the 

bench saw Joel Byford, Eaun Caborn and Ian Lee. 

 

In a match played in bright spring sun-

shine and a stiff breeze it was Colfes, 

playing with the wind at their back who 

started the brighter of the two sides as 

the visitors stuttered and spent the ma-

jority of the first quarter pegged back in 

their own half.  Using the wind to their 

advantage, combined with Maidstone 



making basic errors Colfes held the early 

advantage  and were unfortunate not to take 

an early lead when an Ed Livett penalty at-

tempt just slid to the left of the posts and a 

good run by winger Estefan Ellis  was 

stopped short as he was bundled into touch 

in the right corner.  It was almost the end of 

the first quarter before Maidstone made 

their first meaningful incursion into Colfes’ territory when a run by Ben brill was 

halted on the home 22.  From this point the visitors seemed to get their game 

together and a Colfes infringement saw Maidstone kick for the corner.  The re-

sultant lineout saw an effective catch & 

drive from 10m out with James Iles get-

ting the touchdown in the right corner.  

Ben Pitkin was unable to add the extras 

from a difficult touchline conversion at-

tempt against the wind, but Maidstone 

had provided Colfes with an object les-

son in turning pressure into points in their 

first real assault on the home side’s line. 

That said, Maidstone’s game was still somewhat stuttering and ten minutes lat-

er, a turnover by Colfes prop O’Malley saw full back Berridge released from 

deep to make inroads into the Maidstone defence, support from scrum half 

Doughty fed wing Ellis to cross midway out on the right, and a good conversion 

by skipper Livett saw Colfes take the lead 7-5. 

With Colfes now looking to continue applying the pressure and Maidstone forced 

to defend, the visitors weathered the storm and responded with two tries in the 

last ten minutes of the half. The first from 

a quick tap penalty that saw Cranston and 

Jamie Perigo combine, with Cranston get-

ting the touchdown to the right of the post, 

Jason Smith’s conversion restored Maid-

stone’s lead and this was further extended 

wit that last play of the half  with Piutkin 

seeing the opportunity for another quick 

tap penalty, a couple of phases and quick 

ball saw winger Clark on hand to cross 10m to the right of the posts; with Smith 

adding the extras Maidstone looked to know be in control with a 7-19 lead at the 

interval. 

With the benefit of the wind in the second period Maidstone looked to be coast-

ing as they started the half brightly and were on the scoreboard inside five 

minutes when from a penalty on the Colfes 

22m Pitkin fed Jonno Skelton  with Brill taking 

the final pass to breach the home defence to 

jog in under the posts for the bonus point 

score., the extras from Smith took the score 

out to 7-26.  Colfes response was quick in 

coming as having established themselves in 

Maidstone territory, they were able to string 



together a series of phases before prop O’Malley was 

able to cross to te right of the posts from close range, 

Livett added the conversion to bring the score  to 14-

26. 

Maidstone restored their advantage with a piece of 

opportunism by flanker Cranston; from a Colfes scrum 

just inside their half, the ball squirted out of the back, 

and while scrum half Doughty scurried to recover the 

ball and make the pass, Cranston was on it in flash to 

make the intercept  and run in under the posts unopposed, adding the extras himself to take the game to 

14-33. 

Maidstone started to ring the changes with Byford, Lee and Caborn entering the fray and the  end of the 

third quarter saw another James Iles try from a lineout in the right corner to put the match effectively out 

of reach of the hosts at 14-40.  Colfes did narrow the gap after Maid-

stone had conceded a couple of penalties to give Colfes field position 

and from this they demonstrated good ball retention to put together a 

series of phases of play before 2nd Row Ben Westhead crossed 10m 

to the right of the posts, Livett predictably added the extras to take 

the score to 21-38. 

The closing ten minutes saw the pick of the tries as from a quick 

Colfes tap penalty Maidstone were able to turn the ball over in their 

own half.  A couple of phases took play into the Colfes half before Caborn put in a perfectly weighted 

grubber kick against the Colfes line; with Smith providing a good chase to the kick he was first to the ball 

in the Colfes in goal area for the touchdown, adding the extras himself for a 21-45 scoreline. 

The afternoons scoring wasn't yet complete, with Colfes chas-

ing at least the four try bonus point the last play of the game 

saw the home side applying a sustained period of pressure on 

the Maidstone line with scrum half Doughty able to touchdown 

after sniping from the base of the ruck, and Livett’s conversion 

to bring the full time score to 28-45 was the last act of the 

league season for both sides. 

In summary, this match was at times far too loose and error 

strewn with the typical feel of a match where nothing was really 

at stake.  Whilst always entertaining and good in parts, at times it lacked the competitive edge and level of 

control and accuracy that the side have demonstrated in their recent outings.  In large part the objective 

was to get through the match unscathed, both in terms of discipline and injury, and whilst a couple of 

knocks will need the usual injury management and with two weeks until the next fixture, this was in large 

part achieved. 

 Maidstone:  Fox, McKenzie, Debnam, Iles J, Bunyan, Cranston, Brill, Davies, Pitkin, Skelton, Clark, Peri-

go, Van der Velde, Newton, Smith.   Replacements: (All Used) Byford, Lee, Caborn 


